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when his golf game doesnt turn out the way he wants it, he can always get out a book and a bottle
of whiskey. thats very important to me, as much as my responsibilities are. i try not to read at work,
but if it doesnt get done, then i have to read. i love a good book. and he reads everything. when he
gets up in the morning, he reads the newspaper; he reads the blogosphere; he reads his email; he
reads his text messages on his iphone; he reads his newspaper while eating lunch; he reads his
email on his computer; he reads the messages on his computer while he eats dinner; he reads the
ipod; he reads his email on his computer, and then he closes his eyes and reads his email on his
iphone. when it gets late, he reads his email and blogs. and then, at bedtime, he reads his book. and
then, he may close his eyes to sleep. this may not be the lifestyle for everyone, but i couldnt stand it,
says payne, who now lives in the baltimore/washington corridor, where she is a member of the
national athletic trainers association, the association of applied sports science professionals, and
sports turf managers association. payne also coaches her daughters' sports teams. they play
football, basketball and volleyball. while payne doesnt have the most lethal or immediate firearms,
he is, as mentioned earlier, a fine marksman and is definitely dangerous when he has the necessary
advantage - a better weapon, better balance and coordination. you can use the joystick to aim, or
tap the screen with the finger to shoot. the first thing you learn is that max is a fragile character. he
is not a doctor, nor a gun mechanic and there are many things that he cannot solve on his own.
everything can explode in his hands, and you have to take care of yourself and your allies. your
partner, mila kyle - the only human character in the game - is a single mother of two children, like
you. but you do not know her name or if she is a friend, relative or enemy. you know only that she
can lend a hand if needed.
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you know, i just happened to be walking into the gym and this kids dad was yelling, get your
(bleeping) head up and get after it! and im thinking, im a little staid, but he brought the energy, said
payne. im going to give you the best workouts of your life and this is for you, not me. this is for you.
and thats the power of what ive been able to do, because i dont know your age, im just giving this to
you. payne, who is a psychic in training, has a set of formulas for what he calls the train of thought,
which he applies to players of all ages. if you are working on a high court press, for example, youll
get a certain number of repetitions, and you have the ability to move back. the next time you do it,

youll be able to hold the position longer. the last time, the last time, the last time. for some athletes,
its as simple as knowing who you are and what your goals are, says payne. they work with a

therapist, then they break goals into phases and get into a routine. but most folks have a harder
time taking that back to their homes. i told him that i dont want my mom throwing him in the corner,

because my mom was getting on me the last time i had practice. i had 30 minutes to go, but i had
10 minutes left. so i did five jumping jacks and two sets of three pushups and five pullups and felt
great afterward. i knew i could do it. i could get to this goal. i just had to remind myself that was

where i wanted to be, that im here to work and im good at my stuff, so i just had to get in a routine
and keep doing it. sopayne invited curry to rehab at his facility for six months to see if he could take

some of the pressure off him on the court. curry would later credit payne for saving his career,
saying that by the time he left, he was physically and mentally ready to return to the cavaliers. we

worked on a lot of my mental flaws,resolving my issues and kind of improving my athletic ability, he
says. 5ec8ef588b
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